DAY 2
We will focus on Meeting and Greeting, how to do a proper Fact Finding session with each personality type.

5DAY

• How to phrase the questions (by personality type)
• How to select the Right Car to maximize your gross proﬁt
• The secrets to the Silent Appraisal
The incorrect verbiage, the wrong type of eye contact, handshake and/or body language can lose a customer in just minutes.
For example, if a person is indecisive (Amiable, Type "C" above), non-confrontational, etc.
- What is the proper way to gain their control and trust (because they DO NOT trust us) and "lead" them through the entire sale?
- What objections will they have (and they are ALL the same) and what speciﬁc closes work?
- Most sales person lose this customer within the ﬁrst few minutes, and; the procedure they use actually CAUSES the objections in the close!
Role-Play with taped/playback video. All videos will be available for future playback and available free of charge to review and watch for 30 days following
the course. Just like a good sports coach, part of the learning process is watching yourself, and others, run the play. Practice Makes Perfect before working
with a real customer.

Advanced Sales Skills
Revival

The RIGHT PERSON with the RIGHT TOOLS in the RIGHT SEAT is your
most valued ASSET. This is the #1 secret for a business to go from average, or good, to becoming great. If a
person is matched to their skill set (their Strength), loves what they do, they'll never "work" a day in their life and
will produce at the highest levels because they want to do so.
This is one of the MOST IMPORTANT TRAINING CLASSES oﬀered today. According to a recent survey of over 250,000 customers, dealerships are only
closing around 15-20% of their customers (real numbers). This means 80% are lost but many could have been saved. The independent survey revealed that
the NUMBER #1 reason for lost sales was a "PEOPLE PROBLEM", chemistry between dealership personnel and the customer.

DAY 3
Product Day and Transiting To the Demo
We will go over how to sell the features and beneﬁts of each vehicle.
There are over 150 key features and beneﬁts every sales person needs to know to sell their product. Product Knowledge is a major key in maintaining gross
proﬁts. Customers, through surveys, tell us that the lack of product knowledge (yes, even with the internet) by sales people is in the TOP 5 reasons they often
don't buy from a sales person.

Here's how it works
There are 4 "Personality/Temperament Types" and YOU are ONE of the four. Your CUSTOMER is also ONE of the four. If you sell, act, and think from YOUR
Personality to ALL FOUR TYPES, you will mostly likely sell the customer who is most like your type. (Hence the 20-25% Closing Ratio). If you know and learn
to sell from the Customer's Personality Type, you CAN literally DOUBLE YOUR CLOSING RATIO in about 90-120 days.

In the age of technology, most often the customer knows more about the car than the sales person. For 2 of the buyer types, it's an issue of professionalism
and TRUST. If you don't know your product or try to bluﬀ the customer, these 2 types may leave the dealership and buy from a more informed sales person.
Students will role-play their presentations, and we will upload them to the Roleplay network. This is reinforcement training (practice & teaching).

DAY 4

DAY 1

We will focus on discussing the demo, the new and improved processes, and the 7 secrets ingredients to getting the commitment from the customer to own
the vehicle.

We will discuss how to identify and work with the 4 DIFFERENT PERSONALITY TYPES.
• The Driver (Type A)
• Expressive(Type B)
• Amiable (Type C)
• Analytic(Type D)
People act and process information in 4 very diﬀerent ways. The national closure ratio is around 20-25% and can be dramatically increased by understanding
this concept.
Few trainers teach this course because they are not trained themselves, nor have they ever had personal experience utilizing it in a dealership. Once the sales
person understands their own personality type and HOW TO ADAPT their verbiage, body language, and information processing to the other 3 types (75%),
the sales person can nearly DOUBLE their closing ratio.
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YOUR MANAGER

YOUR SALES PEOPLE

YOUR DEALERSHIP

FOR MORE INFORMATION
CALL

855-693-6527 (Toll Free)
www.my365ast.com

We will cover:
• How to gain the Written Commitment for the Manager
• Presenting the Numbers
• Eﬀectively using 4-Square and Conventional presentation types
• Advanced negotiation techniques
• Easy Tip & Tricks to Closing the sale with little customer resistance
A sales person can close 50% of their customers. The older training courses DO NOT address how to do this correctly based on the 4 personality types.
Twenty-ﬁve percent closure ratios have always been acceptable to management. If you could DOUBLE that ratio, you sell a lot more cars and make a lot more
money.

DAY 5
Role-Play, Practice, Rehearse, and Drill.
We will focus again on Closing, Negotiations, Objections, CSI, and Delivery, AND show the sales people how to easily get 25+ prospects per delivery. Both
4-Square and Conventional styles are presented.
We will demonstrate a 5 step process for overcoming nearly any objection and a proven process to close up to 50% of the customers. Closes are tailored to
the personality type as the general closes commonly used will not work on each personality type. You don't need to know 50 closes! Just a few per
personality type as they all have the same excuses and objections.
Think of is this way- if you need 50 closes, have you really SOLD the customer and developed their trust? We will show you a proven process that virtually
eliminates the confusion, gets the commitment to buy the car, and closes within 10-15 minutes. The process has a 20 year proven track record.

